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ABSTRACT
A key and very important problem in the design of a scroll
compresso r is the wrap modificat ion of the scroll profile. This
problem has attracted more and more attention from researche rs
worldwide and several methods have been used in the past. In this
paper a mathemat ical conjugacy relation derivatio n and analysis
of the new wrap modificat ion method are given, based on my
previous paper presented at the 1992 Internatio nal Compresso r
It is hoped that this
Engineeri ng Conferenc e at Purdu [1] .
analysis will make the new modificat ion method of scroll profile
more reliable.
NOMENCLATURE
Ror
a
y

Rotationa l radius of crank
Radius of the base circle of involute
Modified angle
INTRODUCTION

The general requireme nt for conjugacy of scroll surfaces has
been defined by several researche rs [2). The first condition for
conjugacy is that for any given point on a working scroll
surface, there is one and only one unique point on the other
surface which is its conjugate . The second condition for conjugacy
is that when any arbitrary conjugate pair of points is in
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contact, the centers of the two scroll elements are offset by a
And the third
constant distance, the orbit radius ( Ror) .
condition for conjugacy is that at the two conjugate points,
vectors tangent to the two surfaces are parallel to each other
and normal to the direction of the offset of the two scroll
types of
what
govern
centers. These rules can be used to
surfaces may be appropriate for scroll machines and to design
scroll profiles with special properties.
In recent years, in the process of theoretical study and
the authors have
engineering design of the scroll compressor,
developed a new wrap modification method [1]. As a supplement, two
kinds of mathematical derivation and analysis of the conjugacy
relationship between the two modified parts of a pair of scroll
profiles are presented in this paper. It is hoped that this work
will make the method more reliable.
t.Graphic Analysis of Conjugate Relation of The Modified Part
Fig. 1 shows the modified result of the involute of a circle
by the new method, and it satisfies the following equations [3J:
R=r+Ror
r

=

Ror

a

sin2
ctg6+26

a

2

=:tty

Assuming that the figure as shown in Fig. 1 represents the
fixed scroll element, starting from this position and around point
then an
0 1 , an identical scroll vane is turned through 180°
center F
orbiting scroll member is found and shares a common
the
toward
moves
scroll
orbiting
with the fixed scroll. If the
fixed scroll in any direction, an arbitrary conjugate pair of
points is in contact, the centers of the two arcs are offset by a
constant distance --the orbit radius (Ror), as shown in Fig. 2.
It is quite evident that the movement traces of all points in the
circular arc B' C' , the modified part of the orbiting scroll·, are
the circles with equal radius Ror as shown in Fig. 2. Since R=Ror
+r, the envelope of those movement traces of all points on the
circular arc B' C' is none other than the arc AB. This implies
that the circular are B' C' , the modified part of orbiting
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the fixed
scro ll, and the circ ular are AB, the mod ified part of
each · othe r
scro ll, are in conj ugat e rela tion and can mesh with
corr ectly .
Mod ified
2.Ma them atica l Anal ysis of The Conj ug.at e Rela tion of The
Part
the
The mesh ing enga geme nt betw een the orbi ting scro ll and
of cont act
fixed scro ll in scro ll comp resso rs is a prob lem
the plane
trans miss ion betw een scro ll surfa ces. By stud ying
theo ry
mesh ing at the cons tant spee d ratio base d on the enve lope
of a given
for plan e curv es, we can obta in the conj ugat e prof ile
e the speed
prof ile. This method can also be used in the ease wher
ratio is vary ing.
is a fami ly of curv es on a plan e. L is
As shown in fig. 3, C
ue curve
such a curv e, for its any poin t there is only one uniq
i a l to L
that be 1on g s to the f ami 1y of e u r ve s C .,.. and i s tang ent
tange ncy
at this poin t. In addi tion, there are diffe rent poin ts of
conc ept of
in curv e L for diffe rent curv es in the fami ly. On the
fami ly of
enve lope, the curv e L is calle d the enve lope of the
curv es C ....
<;L

insta ntan eous
The fami ly of curv es here inclu des any
s in the
posi tion of the orbi ting scro ll prof iles when it move
If its enve lope is just the prof ile of the
scro ll comp resso r.
ces of
inner surfa ce of the fixed scro ll AB, the mesh ing surfa
relat ion.
orbi ting scro ll and the fixed scro ll are in conj ugat e
is
As shown in fig. 4, the mod ified part of fixed scro ll wrap
leng th of R
the circ ular are AB with F as its cent er and with the
cent er of
as its radiu s. The trace of poin t E ' which is the
of curv es,
circu lar are C' B' , an arbi trary curv e of the fami ly
when the
forms a circ le with the leng th of Ror as the radiu s
ular arc
orbi ting scro ll works. So we can get the equa tion of circ
C' B' in recta ngul ar coor dina tes syste m XOY:
x=Ror cos a o+r · cos e
y=Ro r· sina o+r · sine
Obvi ously , the equa tion

of

the
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fami ly

of

curv es

in

the

rectang ular coordin ates system XOY is:

c

x=Ror o cos a +r o cos e
y=Ror ·sin a +rosin e

0,:

If 1 is the envelop e ofCu.,t he equation of 1 can be written
as follows:
x=x(e, a)
y=y(e, a)

1:

is varying

Where a is a variable , e
e =f(a. ).
written as:

with

a.

, and

it

can

be

Thus, the equation of the envelop e 1 becomes:
x=x(f(a .), a.)
y=y(f(a ), a.)

1:

Because 1 and C.,. are tangent to each other at correspo nding
points, the gradien t of L and C ... at these points must be equal.
That is, k=ka., where k and ka. are gradien t of Land Ca. on the
points of tangency .
We ean also obtain the followin g equation by derivat ing
equation of Land C"" separate ly, and using the chain rule.
Ql X

;)Y

de

J

--

=0

a.

Thus by solving the equation s as f·ollows:
x=Ror
y=Ror

C)

CJY
-

c0 s
s in
X

d e

da.

a. +r
a. + r

.

cos e
s in e
ax
C)Y

ae

-

d

a.

We can get:
a

= e
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j)
i~;

= 0

'3\

l:..,.:

the

Substituting

a.=

e into equations

(}.i

and

(2),

we obtain

(Ror+r) cos e
y "' (Ror+r) sine

I

"'

Obviously,
the above equations represent a circle whose
center is point F, and radius is Ror+r.This circle is identical
to the previous modified curve segment AB. That means the circular
arc AB and C' B' are in conjugate relation.
CONCLUSION
From the graphic and mathematical analysis of the conjugate
relation of the modified part of the fixed and orbiting scroll
wrap, we can draw the conclusion that the modified part of the
fixed and obiting scroll wrap produced by the new modification
method presented at the l~st conference is in conjugate relation,
and the new method is correct and reliable.
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Fig.1 The Dluatrat1on of the graphical
method for mod1flcatfon of the
scroll wrap

Flg.2 The envelope of moving trace s
of all point s on the circu lar
arc B'C'

x·
X

Ca.
Fig.4 The loca tion of the poin ts of
Fig.3 The envelope of all
arc 8' C' in XOY
prof iles of obit ing scroll
when it works
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